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INTRODUCTION
Dominica is located in the Caribbean, which is generally an under-studied area of the world for geomorphology (Portenga et al., 2009). There has not been very much prior research conducted in tropical climates because these areas are often less easily accessible than more temperate climates (Alcántara-Ayala, 2002). However, it may be more important to study tropical areas than it is to study temperate ones; natural disasters such as volcanic activity and flooding are common in the tropics, and countries located in these areas are often still developing and do not have excess resources readily available to take preventative safety measures or rebuild after a disaster (Alcántara-Ayala, 2002). Because areas with tropical climates receive more rainfall per year than places with temperate climates, various erosive processes can play larger roles in tropical areas than in temperate ones (Vijith et al., 2011). Increased rainfall can lead to more frequent and more intense storm-related hazards such as landslides (Van Westen, 2016), so it is impossible to simply generalize erosion rates associated with temperate areas and apply those rates to tropical areas (Portenga et al., 2009). Therefore, it is important to determine the background erosion rates in various tropical climates.

Dominica is a young volcanic island, with no known rocks formed more than 7 million years ago (Lindsay et al., 2005). Many of these rocks are ignimbrites, which are easily eroded, especially in a tropical, wet environment such as the Caribbean (Frey, 2016). The exact type of erosion is unknown though, so it would be helpful to use beryllium-7 analyses to determine whether erosion is occurring on horizontal surfaces. Fallout radionuclide research has already been performed in many other areas of the world, so it will be interesting to analyze this data in the context of a tropical area, and this project will contribute to the continued characterization of tropical processes (Campbell et al., 2015; Hancock et al., 2016). It is especially important to characterize the watersheds and carry out these studies now, while there is relatively little development in most upstream areas.

In order to determine the effects of landslides, storm events, and other erosive processes on different watersheds of Dominica, we collected sediment samples on which we performed compositional, beryllium-7, and lead-210 analyses; and we identified landslides using satellite imagery of the island. I hypothesized that we would be able to differentiate between different watersheds of the island based on the different erosion rates and sediment compositions, with some differences in iron and magnesium ratios between different watersheds and relatively little variation between the fine and coarse sediments from the same watersheds. I expect that fine sediments will be characteristic of more weathered material, since the clay minerals present in Dominica’s ignimbrites undergo a weathering sequence (Frey, 2016). I also hypothesized that landslides would tend to occur in the same general areas, and that those areas would be the ones identified as having a high risk of landslides in the World Bank report (Van Westen, 2016). Van Westen (2016) included factors such as slope steepness, elevation, soil type, distance from roads, land use, and underlying geology when evaluating landslide susceptibility in this report.
METHODS

Field work

On Dominica, we sampled twenty watersheds with an area greater than 10 km² found using ArcMap (Fig. 1). We then sampled each watershed as close as possible to the mouth of the river, while still avoiding tidal influence. At each sample site, we collected active channel sediments from multiple points in the streambed in order to get a more representative sample of the sediments carried by the fluvial system (Gonzalez et al. 2017). For example, we attempted to collect sediment from the channel, point bars, and along the river banks from a longitudinal section of the river whenever possible. We then sieved the mixed sediment to collect only grain sizes of <63 μm and 250-850 μm. We also took pictures and made written observations of each sample location, including notes on channel width and depth; average channel sediment size, sorting, and rounding; land use; channel type; relative flow velocity; and bank sediment size. We also noted the location of current bridges in addition to old, washed-out bridges still in place along the river.

XRD analysis

After collecting the samples, we dried them in an oven. We then re-powdered the finer-grained samples with a mortar and pestle as necessary and performed x-ray diffraction analysis on these samples. We ran each sample from 2θ=5°-85° at 4°/min, with the diffractometer set to Bragg-Brentano geometry and λ=1.54056. We found peaks using a computer program, PDXL.

XRF analysis

We used a handheld XRF device to analyze the chemistry of the fine-grained and powdered coarse-grained samples. We used the USGS Majors 3 method and ran each coarse-grained sample for 180 seconds and each fine-grained sample for 240 seconds. Although this data was uncalibrated, we were able to compare the ratios of various elements in the different samples.

Radioactive isotope analysis

We followed a procedure similar to Singleton et al. (2017): we prepared samples by leaching them in hydrochloric acid, then used a gamma counter to analyze the amounts of ⁷Be, ¹³⁷Cs, and ²¹⁰Pb. We were only able to analyze 12 samples so far.

Satellite image analysis

I used Adobe Photoshop to compile composite pictures of Dominica before Tropical Storm Erika hit the island in August 2015. I stitched satellite images together in order to reduce cloud interference, then made a visual inspection to identify possible landslides. These landslides were marked in a new layer in Photoshop (Fig. 2). We were able to use imagery from the World Bank taken between Tropical Storm Erika and...
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high proportion of iron in the fine sample and a relatively low proportion of iron in the coarse sample.

We also found some patterns within the fine and coarse sediment groups. There is a group of fine-grained samples, numbers DM-01, 03, and 09 - 16, with higher than average iron:silicon and iron:aluminum ratios (with the exception of the iron:aluminum ratio in DM-10). These watersheds are for the most part located in the central and northeast part of the island (Fig. 1).

Radioactive isotope analysis

None of the samples analyzed contained detectable amounts of $^{137}$Cs, and only DM-15AL contained a detectable amount of $^7$Be. However, all of the samples contained at least some $^{210}$Pb (Fig. 4).

Satellite image analysis

In the post-Maria landslide map, we were able to detect more and smaller landslides than in the pre-Erika map, but this was because we used satellite imagery from different sources for the two maps and the post-Maria satellite imagery was much higher resolution.
than the pre-Erika imagery. In all maps, we found more landslides on the western half of the island than on the eastern half, with the exception of a cluster of landslides in the southeast in the post-Erika map. It appears that landslides are generally reactivated or occur in similar locations following storm events, but the varying resolutions of the three maps make it difficult to make accurate comparisons.

**DISCUSSION**

Although our XRD analysis does not allow us to differentiate which minerals are present in our samples, we are able to conclude that all of our samples have a similar mineralogy (Fig. 3). Considering that Dominica is an island where many parent rocks have similar mineral assemblages which then go through a clay mineral weathering sequence (Frey 2016), we are able to conclude that the watersheds which we studied undergo processes which produce similarly weathered sediments.

There are some samples where, based on our XRF data, the fine and coarse sediment vary in composition. Not all displayed the same pattern of differences though; some sample locations had higher iron-to-silicon and iron-to-aluminum ratios in the fine portion, while others had a larger ratio in the coarse portion (Table 1). This lack of systematic difference indicates that there are not specific elements that are preferentially weathered across the island. In addition, there are more spatial patterns in the fine-grained sediments. Specifically, fine samples from adjacent watersheds often had similar iron:silicon, iron:aluminum, and magnesium:aluminum ratios, while these ratios varied more widely in coarse samples from adjacent watersheds (Fig. 1). The fine-grained sediments could therefore serve as a more sensitive indicator for weathering than the coarse-grained sediments.

The lack of $^{137}$Cs in these samples indicates that there has been deep erosion since the time of $^{137}$Cs deposition, as modern sediment sources are deeper than
where $^{137}$Cs would have been deposited (Singleton et al., 2017). This conclusion is also supported by the lack of $^7$Be. The presence of $^{210}$Pb in all samples indicates that more recent erosion has been somewhat slower and sources some surface material, as the sediments must have been exposed on the surface for at least some time in order to allow $^{210}$Pb to accumulate (Singleton et al., 2017).

Our satellite landslide maps are consistent with what the Van Westen (2016) report predicts. This report highlighted the northwest and south central mountains as areas where there was a relatively higher risk of “soil slides,” and we found the majority of landslides were in these areas (Fig. 2). The pre-Erika map includes a cluster of large landslides in the northeast coastal plain, where there is a low risk of soil slides in the Van Westen (2016) report and only a few small ones were found in the post-Maria images; this cluster is most likely the result of mislabeling land that was disturbed by something other than a landslide (such as human activities). There does not appear to be any correlation between the landslides and our XRF data.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on XRD analysis, we found that there are similar erosive processes are occurring throughout the different watersheds we analyzed. We were unable to differentiate different watersheds based on the XRD results. We also conclude that fine-grained sediments serve as better markers for weathering of different elements based on their higher spatial correlation in XRF tests. This could be applied to continued research by prioritizing fine-grained sediment collection if resources and time are severely limited.

We found that landslides are relatively common across the island, and that post-storm landslides generally occurred in areas where they had occurred before. The importance of landslides as an erosive factor is partly confirmed by the fallout radionuclide data; there has to have been enough erosion in the recent past to remove $^{137}$Cs deposits, and this erosion could have been achieved through landslides. Landslide frequency is also emphasized in our satellite image mapping. They are present across the island in images from three different points in time, sometimes in large clusters. Post-storm landslide locations can be predicted based on past landslides, but they can also be predicted based on factors such as slope steepness and soil type (Van Westen, 2016). In their report, Van Westen discusses how there were many individual landslides following Hurricane Erika which occurred in areas that had been predicted as low or moderate risk and notes this as an area for future improvement in landslide prediction. Van Westen (2016) discusses how some of the data sets they used were low resolution, and this discussion coupled with the varying resolutions of the satellite imagery we acquired emphasize the need for continued, and detailed, research in the Caribbean. Some islands might be relatively well-studied, but each one is different and requires its
own data collection in order to allow scientists to accurately create and compare hazard maps. Failing to thoroughly study and evaluate all the risks inherent to any one island could lead to continued loss of life and property from natural disasters such as landslides and volcanic eruptions, which is why it is so important to continue researching and collecting data on Dominica and throughout the Caribbean.
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